
Assessment Reforms 



BACKGROUND:-

POST INDEPENDENCE : Examination based education system

NATIONAL POLICY OF EDUCATION 1968 : Comprehensive 

evaluation including performance in scholastic and Non –

scholastic aspect of examination.

NATIONAL POLICY OF EDUCATION 1986 : Evaluation as integral 

part of teaching and learning process. 

Concept of CCE was Excellent but its implementation was Tragic  and 

full of Maladies, confusion in Mass. It was misinterpreted as periodic 

test.



Assessment should facilitate 

attainment of competencies specified in 

terms of learning outcomes in a holistic 

manner during teaching learning 

process.

Focus on holistic child development

and assessment of all the related areas

should go side by side.



QUALITIES

OBJECTIVITY

RELIABILITY

CLARITY

STRESS FREE



Let’s See
What is done ?

Summative Assessment 
of :

 Literacy

 Language

 Numeracy

Through Term wise 
Examination by asking simple 
and direct question.

Pen and Paper Test to assess 
the cognitive domain. 

What is ignored ?
Formative Assessment of :

 Literacy, Language and 
Numeracy

 Verbal & listening proficiency 

 Mental development

 Social Skills

 Emotional Development

 Physical Development

 Conceptual clarity of the taught 
content by asking challenging 
questions



As learning does not happen in isolation, in the 

same manner assessment should be done to 

assess/evaluate various aspects of development. 

E.g. cognitive and psychomotor 

Assessment is itself a big tool of learning. 

Students can improve themselves through self 

appraisal and peer- correction by reviewing their 

work as well as the work done by others.



Purpose of Assessment

Assessment for learning

Assessment as learning

Assessment of learning



Assessment for learning

This area requires enhancement by 

including the assessment of 

knowledge, performance, skills , 

interests , attitude and motivation.



Assessment as learning

This requires providing opportunities to 

students to critically assess & analyse their 

own work. It also turns the students into 

independent learners as they practice finding 

their own strengths and weaknesses. It 

enhances the child’s confidence.



Assessment of Learning 

It is already done in current evaluation 

system through term wise examination. A 

teacher can map students’ progress with the 

help of comments written on the notebooks 

/worksheets/projects etc.



Assessment strategies for School-Based Assessment 
 OBSERVATIONS

 INTERVIEW

 SELF – ASSESSMENT 

 PEER ASSESSMENT

 GROUP WORK ASSESSMENT 

 PORTFOLIO ASSESSMENT

 FEEDBACK 

 AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT 

 ASSIGNMENT 

 ROLE PLAY 

 STORY TELLING 

 SIMULATION

 PROJECT WORK

 EXPERMENTAION

 ANECDOTAL RECORDS 

 CHECKLIST 

 RATING SCALES

 FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS

 WRITTEN TEST



ASSESSMENT OF INDIVIDUAL LEARNING

Written / oral test 

Creative writing - Essay, story, poem 

writing

Picture reading

Experimentation

Individual projects

Drawing and craft work 



Assessment of Individual learning



Assessment of Individual learning : Through Activities



Assessment of Individual learning : Different Activities



Assessment of Individual learning : Fancy Dress Competition



ASSESSMENT OF GROUP 

LEARNING 

Activities involved :-

Field visits

Surveys

Art work- Model Making and Rangoli

Games – like Badminton, cricket, Volleyball

Dance 

Experiments and projects     



Assessment of Group learning : Models & projects



Assessment of Group learning : Models & projects



Assessment of Group learning : Models & projects



Assessment of Group learning : 

ROLE PLAY
Through Excursions



Life skills : Disaster Risk Reduction



Assessment of Physical development

Marks must be given for everyday physical 

activities e.g. yoga and PE session done 

during the assembly.

Specific assessment for games and sports 

must be done. 



Assessment of physical efficiency through 

YOGA & PHYSICAL EXCERCISES



Assessment of Verbal Proficiency 

All good speakers has clarity of thought regarding the .

Verbal tests develop confidence to speak in students.

It is possible that due to disadvantaged environment of home, a child could 

not develop rich vocabulary but after being taught he/she knows the 

concept well and may explain it well verbally.

Understanding regarding the concept taught can be evaluated by verbal 

proficiency. For example a student with clear understanding of water cycle 

can explain the process in detail and logically. 



DONATION BOX

SOCIAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT



RUBRIC

A Rubric is an assessment tool that 

clearly indicates achievement 

criteria across all the components 

of any kind of students’ work from 

written to oral to visual. 



RUBRIC  FOR SELF EVALUATION

Subject : Mathematics 

Learning  Outcome – Understanding of FACTORS

FACTORS

Level – 1

I need help

Level – 2

I have a basic               

understanding 

Level – 3

My work consistently meets 

expectations

Level -4

I have a deeper 

understanding

 I am starting to get 

it, but still confused.

 I am just starting to 

learn this but don’t 

understand it 

completely.

 I can do this with the 

help or an example in 

front of me.

 I have some 

understanding , but 

may make a mistake.

 I can do this on my 

own without help.

 I can show that I have 

understood.

 I can do this on my 

own with a lot of ease.

 I can explain how  to 

do it.

 I can teach someone 

else how to do it.



PEER ASSESSMENT 

OBJECTIVES:-

 Students can learn to reflect and critically evaluate their 

own progress and skill development.

Student can identify gaps in their understanding and 

capabilities.

Student can find out how to increase their performance 



DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF PEER ASSESSMENT

LEADERSHIP

LISTENING

FEEDBACKCO-OPERATION

TIME-MANAGEMENT



PORTFOLIO

It is the purposeful collection of 

student work that exhibit 

students’ efforts, progress and 

achievements in one or more 

areas. 



SCIENCE

Chart , 

graphs,

projects 

posters, 

lab reports, 

research reports , 

tests , 

students 

reflections {either 

weekly, monthly 

or bi monthly}

MATHS

Sample of 

problems with 

step wise solution 

,

Charts ,

Graphs,

Formulae

Geometrical 

figures

Models

Students 

reflection 

LANGUAGE

Reading log of 

different types 

Writing poems 

Essays 

Letters

Vocab

Report

Test 

Book summary

Dramatisations

Creative ending to 

stories

SOCIAL SCIENCE

Worksheets

Essay

Projects

Models

Map works

Self assessment

Picture 

observation 

Experiences 

Anecdotal records



Assessment of Verbal Proficiency 
S. N. Name of Event

No. of students 

qualified
Average

1.
Merit Scholarship exam

Last 10 years
323 32.3

2.
Cracked RPVV & Navodaya entrance 

exam ( last 5 times )
166+7= 173 34.6

3.

Speech , Poem , Essay , G.K. , Quiz , 

Drawing , Calligraphy, Games etc. at 

District & State Level ( Last 5 years )

180 36

This is the best example of all round development of the students.

We are discussing for the assessment reforms for all round development of students.





Conclusion :
Assessment is certainly a holistic process. One 

thought fully designed task may evaluate a child’s 

language and literacy proficiency while assessing 

the social and emotional development of the child 

at the same time.

Assessment should not be a burden / fear for a 

child.

All types of assessment must be learning oriented 

where children keep on learning and enjoying the 

assessment tasks given.


